Abstract-Unintended radiated emissions (URE) from electronic devices are conducted on to the power infrastructure and can be collected and analyzed for non-intrusive load monitoring applications. Dimensionally aligned signal projections (DASP) were previously introduced as specialized signal transforms to enable device classification using machine learning on statistical features derived from the DASP transforms. In this paper, we explore multi-device classification which requires more sophisticated methods owing to the complexity of the feature space, such as large dynamic range, non-contiguous features, over-lapping features, and nonlinear interactions of features. In particular, we introduce an additional DASP algorithm for increased resolution and sensitivity to intermodulation products and examine the utility of convolutional neural networks to extract and learn features directly from DASP images for classification of single and multiple device URE captures.
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I. INTRODUCTION
E LECTRO-MAGNETIC radiation is unintentionally emitted from all electronic devices due to their inherent operation, such as the utilization of non-pure sinusoidal signals and non-ideal filters [1] - [4] . These unintended radiated emissions (URE) can be conducted on to the power infrastructure through the voltage input circuitry and can be measured and evaluated to classify the type and condition of the URE generator. Non-intrusive load monitoring (NILM) is the process of evaluating induced perturbations [5] - [7] or URE [1] , [2] on the power infrastructure to identify, disaggregate, and evaluate power loads for energy efficiency and condition-based maintenance applications.
A typical commercial or residential facility contains a large number of electrical devices which all generate URE. Dimensionally aligned signal projections (DASP) were previously presented by Vann et al. [1] and Cooke et al. [2] as a method for processing URE for device classification, but the statistical-based learning methods were insufficient for classification of devices in an aggregated and cluttered URE Convolutional neural networks (CNN), as classifiers, are a deep learning framework specifically developed for object recognition and computer vision applications [8] and have achieved significant success in the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge [9] , [10] . CNNs are scale and shift invariant allowing for recognition of objects, shapes, or features regardless of rotation or translation within an image, which makes them well suited for computer vision applications. The CNN operates on an image by isolating low level features such as edges at lower levels, ranging up to higher level representations such as "door", "window", and "chimney", that, in combination, are identified as a "house" at the highest level learning layers [11] . The vast majority of CNN research is applied to the processing of images, mostly optical [9] , [10] or medical [12] , [13] , with little research currently being applied to synthetic images originating from scientific data, such as generated by DASP; however, recent applications in voice spectral image analysis [14] and particle physics experimental analysis [15] indicate increasing adoption of CNN learning frameworks in new research areas. In particular, we posit that DASP images with multiple superimposed URE signatures could be an interesting target for CNN learning given its scalability, flexible architecture, and shift invariance.
The vast majority of multi-label image classification research is dedicated to attaching semantics to a single object for image indexing and searching applications [16] . This is primarily due to the ability to segment objects within an image (i.e., draw bounding boxes around and isolate objects within an image as a set of contiguous pixels). Multi-class classification can therefore be performed on the individual object, such as with the Imagenet database; however, subsequent multi-labels can be attached to the single object with the majority of these techniques often exploring label priors or correlations [17] , [18] . In contrast to typical computer vision applications where optical images of multiple classification subjects have contiguous regions belonging to a particular subject, DASP images with multiple devices present do not consist of contiguous blobs, but rather overlapping, superimposed, and disjointed features across the entire "image" and therefore bounding boxes cannot be utilized to isolate objects for multi-class classification methods. Multi-label classification techniques are therefore required when more than one class can be present in a given sample. Multiple algorithmic and problem transformation methods have been explored for addressing multiple labels within a sample; however, binary relevance [19] - [21] , which reduces the problem to a set of binary classifiers for each potential class, assumes label independence and equal probability and is the most intuitive method for classifying multi-device URE captures. We assume, without loss of generality, that all classes are equally likely in this framework and therefore do not leverage opportunities or evidence of specific device interactions.
Most NILM datasets consist of very low frequency (≤ 1 Hz) power utilization measurements or medium frequency (< 30 kHz) multi-point voltage and current measurements, such as UK-DALE [22] , REDD [23] , and PLAID [24] . These datasets are processed for much of the research work in load disaggregation [25] - [27] . For example, [26] and [27] both explore the temporal aspects of power consumption within the UK-DALE dataset using deep learning methods for the purposes of load disaggregation; however, these methods do not utilize high frequency URE and focus on large appliances with significant power consumption and are therefore not applicable to lower power consumer electronic devices. Additionally, the detection of appliances based upon their temporal load profile can take a considerable amount of time (order of minutes to hours), whereas the utilization of high frequency URE reduces classification times to seconds. Reference [25] provides a NILM overview and specifically addresses multi-label classification, using multi-label k nearest neighbor for instance, as applied to the very low sample rate REDD dataset. Although not focused on multi-device classification, [28] explores the utilization of CNNs for processing synthetic images derived from voltage-current (VI) trajectories extracted from the pluglevel PLAID and WHITED [29] datasets. Reference [30] also utilized VI trajectories derived from the PLAID dataset for appliance identification, but processes the raw voltage and current measurements directly using an ensemble of 2-layer fully-connect neural networks trained on individual devices.
Apart from these previous advances in NILM, the major contributions of this current paper are the development of high frequency transforms to encompass further features related to URE generation from small consumer electronic devices that are not captured at low frequencies. We also present a steadystate multi-label load disaggregation method applied to these high frequency URE captures and demonstrate the applicability of CNNs to the processing of DASP images. These contributions could lead to plug or circuit level load disaggregation of small consumer electronics that typically operate in steady state mode and with relatively low power consumption.
A model for URE generation is presented in Section II, similar to that presented in [1] , but we expand the model to multiple devices and present the Cross-Modulation Aligned Signal Projection (CMASP) algorithm in Section III as an additional method for isolating and highlighting intermodulations. Section IV provides details of the DASP image generation process and the machine learning training and testing configuration. The single and multi-device URE classifier testing results are presented in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL DASP algorithms were developed to provide a device agnostic method for characterizing and classifying URE by aligning signal characteristics that are inherent to the operation of the vast majority of electronic devices. Fig. 1 builds upon the model presented in [1] and provides a schematic depiction of multi-device URE generation, which shows that URE can be decomposed into the direct conduction and intermodulations of periodic signals, p, utilized within an electronic device and are independently summed for each additional URE generator, U.
The simplified model in Fig. 1 does not take into account the continued mixing and addition of previously multiplied signals which could theoretically continue nearly indefinitely resulting in a significantly increased model complexity. Given that no assumption was made with regard to the periodic signals (p n ), the additional frequency components generated from continued addition and multiplication can be folded in to additional p components or different periodic signal structures. The conducted URE power spectrum,r, can be written as the filtered sum of the direct and intermodulation components of each URE generator
wherer is the URE power spectrum conducted on to the power infrastructure,ĉ m is the URE channel response of the m th URE generator, p n,m are periodic signals utilized within the URE generator, h n,m are the direct conduction filter responses, g i,j,m are mixing product responses for periodic signal intermodulation, i and j are sequences 1 to N, N is the number of periodic signals, and M is the number of independent URE generators.
III. CROSS-MODULATION ALIGNED SIGNAL PROJECTION (CMASP)
Several dimensional alignments have previously been introduced to address signal projections for URE In this work we introduce a new DASP algorithm, Cross Modulation Aligned Signal Projection (CMASP). In addition to carrier frequencies having significant harmonic content, as highlighted by the HASP algorithms, modulation sidebands around a given carrier frequency and its respective harmonics can also have significant harmonic content. The CMASP algorithm was developed to find the intersection of carrier and modulation frequencies, much like the MASP algorithm, but also provide a mechanism for aligning the harmonic content of the modulation sidebands. Fig. 2 provides a graphical depiction of the CMASP process as applied to a nominal FFT spectrum. The CMASP process sweeps across all potential carrier frequencies within a band of interest and provides a sum of the power spectrum of a given carrier frequency and its harmonics, much like the HASP process, but also includes a summation of modulation frequency sidebands and related harmonics. The CMASP process results in a modulation frequency by carrier frequency image, where each pixel represents the sum of all energy at the carrier frequency, carrier frequency harmonics, modulation frequency, and modulation frequency harmonics.
The CMASP process is described further in Alg. 
IV. MODEL AND TEST CONFIGURATION

A. URE Training and Test Data
URE was collected from 9 commercial electronic devices in an RF shielded enclosure, as outlined in Table I , for the training and testing of the CNN-based classifiers. URE measurements were made with a differential voltage probe between the ground and neutral conductors supplying power to the device under test and were sampled with an Ettus N210 universal software radio peripheral using an LFRX card operating at 2MS/s [1] . No URE signal captures with multiple devices were available for training or testing. To augment the data set and provide representative multi-device captures, individual capture files were summed in the time domain to represent multi-device captures. An assumption was made that a given device's URE is independent of noise or additional URE on the power infrastructure. We also note that the generation of the multi-device captures using the summation of individual time domain captures is not ideal, but is a reasonable first approximation to real multi-device collects. Device capture files were randomly selected to form 100 samples each of multi-device captures with 2, 3, 4, and 5 devices "present", resulting in 400 total multi-device captures. Capture files used to form the multi-device captures were removed from the single device capture set to provide an independent test set for analysis.
B. DASP Configuration
DASP algorithms are designed to align URE perturbations based on frequencies, spectral peak spacings, modulations, and harmonics with no a priori knowledge of the URE generator or generation mechanism. An aligned URE signal's exact location and shape within the DASP image may not be known and may be shifted or rotated depending upon selection of the DASP parameters. Table II provides all of the DASP configuration parameters as applied to the URE signal captures for DASP image generation. For robustness, the DASP parameters were selected to encompass different parts of the spectrum and generate an image with roughly equal vertical and horizontal image resolutions.
Each DASP image was saved as an individual Tag Image File Format (TIFF) file for cataloging, labeling, training, and testing with the CNN learner. The TIFF image generation process, Alg. 2, implemented an image scaling algorithm, including background image subtraction, 16bit scaling, image resizing, and file saving. Because the data collection process resulted in a significant class imbalance with the number of "off" state captures, background captures were randomly held back to balance the class samples and form an average background image which was utilized for background subtraction.
C. Network Architecture and Training
The DASP CNN architecture was based upon the VGG-16 [9] network, with minor modifications to account for single channel DASP images, binary classification outputs, and improved validation performance. Leveraging the VGG-16 architecture fully defines the networks internal convolution, activation, and pooling layers 2 through 38. The input layer was changed from 224 × 224 × 3 to 250 × 250 × 1 and all subsequent filters were changed from 3 channels, which are normally utilized for red, green, and blue (RGB) color images, to a single channel for grayscale DASP images. An additional 20% dropout layer was also implemented after the image input layer to limit over-training susceptibility. The output classification layers of the VGG-16 network was replaced with a 2-wide fully-connected layer with a softmax classification output to accommodate one-versus-rest binary classification outputs.
DASP images can generate very fine features, such as alternating harmonic intensities, which can be overlapping and intermingled in the case of multi-device captures. The VGG-16 architecture was utilized for its straightforward structure, easy implementation in MATLAB, large number of convolution filters, and small convolution filters sizes (3 × 3), with the latter two being specifically applicable to DASP image features.
Each device class, including the None class, was comprised of 1200 captures with a random selection of captures removed each device class to form 400 multi-device captures for each of 2 through 5 devices. The multi-device captures where utilized for testing of the trained multi-label binary classifiers. The remaining DASP images were split into training (70%), test (15%), and validation (15%) sets. To augment the number of training images, minimize the potential for over-training, and improve test and validation accuracy, each of the training images were randomly scaled, cropped, rotated, and translated for each new training epoch. The CNN utilized a stochastic gradient descent with momentum (SGDM) solver with a mini-batch size of 100, an initial learning rate of 0.01, and a piecewise drop factor of 0.8 for every 8 epochs. All training and testing was performed on a Centos 7 server with an Intel Xeon 2.2GHz multi-core processor, 1TB of memory, and an NVIDIA Tesla P100 graphical processing unit (GPU).
V. TESTING RESULTS
A. Single Device Multi-Class Classification
Because each DASP algorithm results in different features and alignment shapes, a separate CNN was trained for each of the DASP image types, resulting in 7 CNN multi-class classifiers for blind testing of the single device URE captures. The blind test multi-class classification accuracy results are provided in Table III . The accuracies are calculated across all 10 device classes, including the None class, with an equal number of test images for each class. The combined results were based upon a majority vote across each DASP classifier.
The CNN multi-class classifiers provided a combined classification accuracy of 100%. Five of the 7 DASP images were able to provide classification accuracies exceeding 99.8%, with FASP and HASP-D only attaining 97.7% and 92.1% accuracies, respectively.
B. Single Device Binary Classification
The multi-class classifiers were first implemented to prove the concept of using CNNs to learn from DASP images. However, preliminary testing showed very poor performance when applied to multi-device captures. Instead, to address the multi-device (i.e., multi-label) classification problem, a suite of binary classifiers was trained for each device type. For each DASP image type and device type a CNN was trained on two outputs, "present" and "not present", resulting in a total of 70 classifiers (7 DASP types ×10 device classes). The "present" class includes all samples of a given device, whereas the "not present" class includes all remaining devices, resulting in a 9 to 1 class imbalance. Training of all 70 classifiers took about 2 weeks of compute time.
Each of the classifiers was blind tested against single device captures to determine classification performance with the accuracy results for all 70 classifiers presented in Table IV . All classifiers exceeded a 99% blind test accuracy with the majority attaining 100%, except for the MASP (Low) -None classifier which only reached 98.4%.
C. Multi-Device Multi-Label Binary Classification
Detecting the presence of multiple devices within a particular URE capture is difficult in that the DASP features overlap significantly and can be eliminated completely because of dynamic range and scaling issues. Figure 3 provides the individual MASP (Low) images of the URE from the delloptiplex (Fig. 3a) , fluorescentlights (Fig. 3b) , and hpzbook ( Fig. 3c) devices, with the MASP (Low) image derived from the multi-device capture shown in Fig. 3d . Vestiges of each class can be visually identified in the multi-device image, but they overlap significantly and are not as clear as in the individual single device images. It should also be noted that the horizontal axis of the images in Fig. 3 are 0 MHz to 1 MHz and demonstrate discernible URE features that would be outside the bandwidth of traditional NILM datasets, such as PLAID, UK-DALE, and REDD.
To quantify the performance of the multi-device URE classifiers, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were generated for various test conditions. Fig. 4 shows the ROC curve performance of the classifiers versus the number of devices within a particular capture. The curves show the combined results of all DASP types and all device types and show that the performance degrades as more devices are present in a given capture. The ROC area under the curve (AUC) is also presented in Fig. 4 to provide a single metric for the classifier performance with increasing numbers of devices.
Each of the 9 devices has different URE characteristics and it was informative to also analyze the ROC curves with respect to the device classes, as shown in Fig. 5 . The curves in Fig. 5 include all instances of a particular device across all multi-device captures, including all DASP types and combinations of number of devices present. As can be seen, some devices were highly separable, such as the fluorescentlights, hpzbook, and dellmonitor, whereas the viewsonicmonitor classifiers did not perform well. The results are further quantified by their respective AUCs in Fig. 5 . Although several device classifiers did not perform well, these captures included all captures with multiple device up to 5 present and therefore provided worst case test conditions. It should be noted that the data collection process did not ensure that devices were completely powered on at all times and did not enter a "sleep" mode. The poor performance of the viewsonicmonitor classifiers was observed throughout testing and was most often confused with the None class, confirming the low URE content of the device which could possibly be attributed to the device entering a "sleep" mode during the URE collection process.
The composite ROC curves with respect to DASP types are shown in Fig. 6 along with corresponding AUC values. The ROC curves are comprised of all devices across all multidevice captures. The AUC values show that no single DASP type provided a strong classification performance. This confirms that each DASP type highlights different aspects of a device's URE content and individual DASP image types can be combined to be a strong learner, as demonstrated by the results in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . Although the classification performance of the individual DASP image classifiers excelled at classifying single device captures, as demonstrated in Table IV , multidevice captures can mask significant portions of a device's URE within a DASP image and therefore multiple DASP types are required to isolate and highlight different aspects of a device's URE content.
Although the training of the binary classifiers took a considerable amount of time (∼ 2 weeks), it is envisioned that the training can be performed off-line for each electronic device and the trained network could be made available to consumers for uploading to a NILM processor. The training time could be reduced with further research to find the optimal DASP image combinations (remove redundancy), determining the minimum DASP image resolution (decrease training sample sizes), and reduce network complexity (decrease the number of training parameters). As additional devices are detected and their respective URE captured at the plug or circuit level, offline learning can be employed to isolate signatures and update the training with both positive and negative samples for the binary classifiers. Additionally, the presented method could be utilized to extract signatures or a "likeness" metric from previously unobserved devices and associate with known signatures, devices, or classes of devices. By associating devices with a specific class (i.e., computer versus hpzbook), then the number of trained binary classifiers required for the NILM processor could be significantly reduced. Progress in these research topics will improve the viability of the proposed method.
VI. CONCLUSION
This work has shown a method to exploit URE from electronic devices, as conducted on the power infrastructure, for non-intrusive load monitoring applications. DASP transforms were used to generate synthetic images from captured URE signals and explore the specific problem of multidevice classification. In particular, we introduced an additional DASP algorithm for increased resolution and sensitivity to intermodulation products found in URE signatures. The DASP images were processed by popular CNN architectures for classification and detection purposes. We showed single device classification performances resulting in an average accuracy of 98.4% across all devices and a combined majority vote accuracy of 100%. We demonstrated the ability to detect and classify multiple devices within the same URE capture by training a suite of binary classifiers for each device type and DASP image type. ROC curves were generated for each classifier using multi-device captures, resulting in a ROC AUC of 0.93 for 2 devices present and 0.70 for 5 devices present. AUCs were also generated for each DASP image type with results ranging from 0.74 to 0.64, confirming that DASP images can highlight different aspects of a device's URE and be combined as individual weak learners to result in a strong classifier. Because the individual DASP classifiers worked well in the one-versus-all test configuration, further research is warranted to determine feature redundancies across the DASP algorithms and optimize the combined multiclass binary classifiers for operation in resource constrained environments.
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